GET READY FOR LEGO® LEGACY!

Classic minifigures and sets come to life in the new mobile game LEGO® Legacy: Heroes Unboxed! Assemble a team of famous minifigure heroes for action-packed battles against some of the worst villains in LEGO history.

Play solo or team up for online multiplayer action. Train your heroes, unlock awesome abilities and rediscover amazing minifigures.

Your mission:
• Sail to a pirate island.
• Climb to the top of a snowy mountain.
• Cast magic spells to enter a secret cave.
• Slip past the guardian dragon by making him laugh.
• Put out the Eternal Fire inside.

Build Your Own Team!

Tick boxes for each minifigure you choose for your team.
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WELCOME TO ISSUE 1, 2020!

Look for these icons on activity pages. They will tell you if the activity is easy, hard, or somewhere in between. Try them all and see how you do! If you get stuck, the answers can be found on page 27!

LEVEL 1 Easy
LEVEL 2 Somewhere in between
LEVEL 3 Hard

LOOK!

HI, IT’S MAX!

THIS IS SO EMBARRASSING. I WAS ALL SET TO TELL YOU ABOUT WHAT AN EXCITING FIRST ISSUE OF 2020 THIS IS GOING TO BE. WE’VE GOT ALL-NEW STUFF LIKE LEGO® FRIENDS, NEW HIDDEN SIDE EXCITEMENT, AWESOME LEGO CREATOR SETS … BUT NOW THEY HAVE DISAPPEARED!

LEVEL 1
LEVEL 2
LEVEL 3

GOSH, I JUST CAN’T IMAGINE WHERE THEY COULD HAVE DONE.

OH! THERE THEY ARE … UHMM … FLOATING …
IN THE AIR …

MAYBE I SHOULD CALL SOMEONE? OOPS! I HIT THE HIDDEN SIDE APP BY MISTAKE!

AHA! I SHOULD HAVE KNOWN!

TIME FOR AN APP ZAP, SO I CAN PLAY WITH MY SETS IN PEACE.

VIKES! IT’S MAX! HE’S S-S-SCARY!

I THINK I JUST POOPED MY SHEET!

I WANT TO GO AS HIM FOR HALLOWEEN!

GHOST-DOG “SPENCER” IS ON THE LOOSE, RUNNING ALL OVER THIS ISSUE! CAN YOU HELP FIND WHERE HE IS HIDDEN IN THE MAGAZINE BEFORE HE SCARES THE BRICKS OUT OF EVERYBODY?

LEGOLIFE

Look for these icons on activity pages. They will tell you if the activity is easy, hard, or somewhere in between. Try them all and see how you do! If you get stuck, the answers can be found on page 27!

LEVEL 1 Easy
LEVEL 2 Somewhere in between
LEVEL 3 Hard
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Alex is bringing a treat for one of the newest mobs in the Minecraft™ game: pandas! These adorable black and white creatures appear in bamboo jungle biomes and are rarer than other jungle mobs. How much do you know about Minecraft pandas?

**TAKE THE QUIZ!**

1. Pandas will follow anyone who is carrying:
   A. A shovel
   B. Lava
   C. Bamboo
   D. Melons

2. Which of these is a favorite food of pandas in Minecraft™?
   A. Pumpkins
   B. Sugar cane
   C. Cactus
   D. Cake

3. Baby pandas sometimes make their parents jump by doing this:
   A. Sneezing
   B. Roaring
   C. Sleeping
   D. Rolling around

4. The slowest land mob in Minecraft is:
   A. Normal pandas
   B. Playful pandas
   C. Worried pandas
   D. Lazy pandas

Need help? Answers can be found on page 27.
**HIDDEN SIDE SECRET FILES**

We uncovered some of the mysteries of the town of Newbury, its ghosts and the young heroes trying to drive out the spirits and save the day. Read on... IF YOU DARE!

---

**JACK**
- New to Newbury
- Loves making videos and ghost hunting
- Best friends with Parker
- Sometimes gets distracted by vlogging while on a ghost-hunting mission

**PARKER**
- Loves ghost hunting and is super good at it
- Best friends with Jack
- Likes uncovering secrets and solving mysteries
- Very dedicated to her work

**EL FUEGO**
- Used to be the school grounds-keeper and a stunt-man
- Died and came back as a ghost
- Now he can do the craziest, most dangerous stunts without ever getting hurt

**J.B.**
- Invented the app Jack and Parker use to hunt ghosts
- Skilled inventor
- Drives a bus she calls “Sweet Sally”
- Enjoys designing new vehicles

**SPENCER**
- Jack’s ghost dog
- Moves back and forth between Sides as he chooses
- Will always show up if promised bacon

---

**FIND THE HIDDEN MESSAGE!**
Jack and Parker have sent you a secret message!
Here’s how to find it: 1. Cross out all the A’s 2. Cross out all the U’s 3. Cross out all the S’s

---

*Need help? Answers can be found on page 27.*
**MULTIPLAYER MADNESS ON THE HIDDEN SIDE!**

Adventures on the Hidden Side now have twice as much action and fun! Invite your friends to join the app as a ghost hunter or a ghost. Will you banish the ghost back to its home dimension, or be gloomed forever?

Parker and Jack have discovered a ghostly roller-coaster ... but the ghosts have discovered them too! Take on a friend in this board game and see who can make it to the end of the track first, ghost hunter or ghost!

**DIRECTIONS:**

1. Youngest player goes first.
2. Choose your path – green for ghost or red for ghost hunter.
3. Roll a dice and move that number of spaces.
4. Follow any instructions on the space you land on.
5. First one to reach the end of the roller coaster track is the winner!
Looking at the clown head was a mistake.

GO BACK ONE SPACE.

No brakes on this coaster!

ADVANCE TWO SPACES.

Forgot your phone!

GO BACK TWO SPACES.

Got a ghost with the app!

ROLL AGAIN AND JUMP THE TRACK!

Can't decide who to scare next.

LOSE ONE TURN.

Today, the clown-coaster – tomorrow, all of Newbury!

ADVANCE ONE SPACE.

LESS JOKING, MORE ZAPPING!

Better dodge the app!

GO BACK ONE SPACE.

Today, the clown-coaster – tomorrow, all of Newbury!
We took three models – the Sneaky Scorpion, Saber-Toothed Tiger and the Fire-Breathing Dragon and mashed them up together! What we got was a brand new creature that your parents wouldn’t want flying around the house or hiding in your sock drawer. In other words … it’s awesome!

What would you make with these models?

**MEET THE AMAZING SABER-TOOTHED FIRE FLYER!**

- **Sneaky Scorpion**
  - Lower tail bends easily and shoots fire, so don’t sneak up behind him!
- **Saber-Toothed Tiger**
  - Colorful yellow crest distracts you from, well, everything else until it’s too late.
  - Powerful flame-throwing tail scares off bigger animals. Also great at barbecues.
  - Long, curved teeth keep the local dentist very busy.
- **Fire-Breathing Dragon**
  - Glider wings let the creature soar silently, except when it starts shouting “Whee! Power dive!”
  - Powerful flame-throwing tail scares off bigger animals. Also great at barbecues.
  - Sharp claws are great for clinging to branches or tapping on your shoulder to make you turn around.
DO YOU DARE ENTER PRIME EMPIRE?

The mysterious appearance of the legendary video game Prime Empire has gamers excited in NINJAGO® City. Everybody’s lining up to play, eager for the chance to test their skills. But one by one, players are disappearing...

*It’s all fun and games until you reach Level 13.*
TOO MANY STARFIGHTERS!

The First Order is trying to trick the Resistance by creating fake X-wing Starfighters™!
Two of the Starfighters on this page are real and the rest are part of the First Order deception.

Can you spot the two X-wings that are identical?

Need help? Answers can be found on page 27.
RECRUITMENT DRIVE!
Both the First Order and the Resistance are looking for skilled pilots! But which side should you fly for? **Take the quiz and find out!**

**WOULD YOU RATHER...?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blue Answers</th>
<th>Red Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start out hunting womp rats</td>
<td>Start out flying TIE Fighters™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have an autographed picture of Rey</td>
<td>Have a Kylo Ren™ poster in your room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get discounts at Resistance bases</td>
<td>Stock up on First Order gear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be outnumbered and fight on</td>
<td>Be just one more pilot in a huge fleet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fight to protect freedom in the galaxy</td>
<td>Fight to take away freedom in the galaxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be friends with Rey, Poe and Finn</td>
<td>Hang out with Sith™ Lords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have your other ship be a Y-wing™</td>
<td>Have your other ship be a Star Destroyer™</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you have more **BLUE** answers, head for your nearest Resistance base.

If you have more **RED** answers, the First Order wants you!

© & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd.
LEGOLAND® New York Resort will have more than 50 interactive rides, shows and attractions, all designed for kids and their families to experience together!

Name: Kid Reporter Julio
Age: 11
Hometown: Morris County, New Jersey
Favorite themed land: Bricktopia

Why is Bricktopia your favorite?
It’s the land with no rules!
You can build and test your LEGO® creations, see a mad scientist, and ride a brand-new ride where you get shrunk to the size of a minifigure!
Your LEGO® Friends now have their own play cubes! Each one is a mini-version of their favorite place, full of plenty of fun and accessories. Open them for play and then stack them up. Plus you can meet the Friends’ secret pets. (See the story below!)

Olivia was hard at work in her lab. "This will be the best batch of slime I ever made!" she said. "Not too sticky, not too oozy. I can’t wait to show my friends!"

Scooping up a handful of slime, she turned to see her pet’s reaction to it. But he was gone! Olivia looked everywhere. Worried, she called Andrea, Emma, Stephanie and Mia. “My pet has vanished too,” said Mia.

“So has mine,” said Stephanie. Emma and Andrea said the same.

Where could all the pets have gone? “Let's all use our special talents to find our missing pets,” said Olivia. “Here we go!”

Where do you think the Friends’ favorite pets have gone? How will Olivia and the rest find them?

Write the end to this story!

_____________________________
_____________________________
DISCOVER THE WORLD OF TROLLS!

Poppy and her friends have a big job ahead of them. They have to unite all six tribes and keep Queen Barb from wiping out any music she doesn’t like. Help Poppy out by doing the puzzles and activities below!

What Kind of Music is Playing?
The six Trolls tribes all like their own kind of music. Take this true-or-false quiz and see what you know about different music styles.

1. Classical music is usually played in dance clubs.  
   a) True  
   b) False

2. “Pop” is short for “popular music.”  
   a) True  
   b) False

3. Another name for country music is “heavy metal.”  
   a) True  
   b) False

4. Electronic dance music is also called EDM for short.  
   a) True  
   b) False

5. Jazz, funk and blues are all styles of music.  
   a) True  
   b) False

Where’s Tiny Diamond?  
Tiny Diamond has wandered off and gotten lost. Can you spot him on this page?

Need help?  
Answers can be found on page 27.
Draw Your Own Troll Hair!

This adorable Troll is missing something important: hair! Draw a head of hair and color it in (any color you choose!) to make this Troll complete.
CHOOSE YOUR OWN LEGO® CITY POLICE ADVENTURE!

Snake Rattler has robbed the jewelry store, a prisoner has escaped, and a safe full of money has been stolen! How will you and Lt. Duke DeTain catch the crooks?

DIRECTIONS:
1. Choose how you will chase the crooks. Pick Option 1 or 2.
2. Follow the directions on the spaces or use the arrows to change where you are on the board.
3. No dice required!

1. Chase in the high-speed police car.
   - The off-roader takes a shortcut over a ramp. Wheee! Move forward 1 space.
   - The crooks have gone off-roading in the woods! Apply bug repellent and then go after them!
   - The crooks have crashed into the prisoner transport truck and you recover the loot! Move forward 7 spaces.
   - Swoop down to capture the crooks yourself! Move forward 4 spaces. Pick up the truck, 14 nearby cars, and silverware with the magnet! Move forward 3 spaces.
2. Take off in the heavy-lift helicopter.
   - Heavy-lift helicopter spots crooks from the air. They look like ants from up there.
   - Radio the police off-roader to join the pursuit. Move forward 3 spaces.
   - Swoop down to capture the crooks yourself! Move forward 4 spaces.
   - Yikes! Crooks blocked the street with garbage bins!
   - Chase the crooks through narrow streets!
   - Crooks drive out of the woods and stop to get donuts. Move forward 3 spaces.
   - Set up a roadblock. No, block the crooks, not the police cars! Move forward 2 spaces.
   - Use the helicopter magnet! Move forward 2 spaces.
   - The crooks crash into the prison transport truck and you recover the loot! Move forward 7 spaces.

The off-roader takes a short-cut over a ramp. Wheee! Move forward 1 space.

The crooks have gone off-roading in the woods! Apply bug repellent and then go after them!

The crooks have crashed into the prisoner transport truck and you recover the loot! Move forward 7 spaces.

Swoop down to capture the crooks yourself! Move forward 4 spaces.
Stop to pick up some fish during the pursuit!

Pursue through the car wash. You needed a bath anyway!

Spot the crooks heading for LEGO City! Go back 3 spaces.

Throw fish at the crooks!

Crooks’ car skids on fish!

Crooks’ truck trapped in the alley! Laugh at them, then make the arrest.

Crooks distracted by fish! Losing control! Move forward 2 spaces.

Chasing crooks makes you hungry. Stop and buy fish to eat! Move forward 2 spaces.

You land safely, but hit an oil slick! You and the crooks go into a skid.

Crooks spin! Fish fly everywhere. Go back 3 spaces.

Whee! Land on top of crooks’ car! Move forward 1 space.

Crooks wave as they speed away. Try again. Move forward 1 space.


Justice from above! Crooks and loot are in custody. Move forward 3 spaces.

Soap bubbles block your view! Pull over!

Soap bubbles block your view and you drive toward the bridge!

Wrong turn! Hard to drive in a river. Move 2 spaces in either direction.

Drawbridge is up! Leap over it. Better than taking a swim!

There they are! Turn on the siren and proceed 3 spaces.

Then they are! Turn on the siren and proceed 3 spaces.

Police motorcycle blocks the main road so you chase down an alley. Move forward 3 spaces.

There they are! Turn on the siren and proceed 3 spaces.


Police motorcycle blocks the main road so you chase down an alley. Move forward 1 space.

Need eyes in the sky! Radio the helicopter for help. Jump ahead 5 spaces.

You’ve caught them! High-five your partners on a job well done.

You’ve caught them! High-five your partners on a job well done.

Wheee! Land on top of crooks’ car! Move forward 1 space.

Lock up the crooks! LEGO City is safe again.

Chasing crooks makes you hungry. Stop and buy fish to eat! Move forward 2 spaces.

You’ve caught them! High-five your partners on a job well done.

You land safely, but hit an oil slick! You and the crooks go into a skid.

Crooks distracted by fish! Losing control! Move forward 2 spaces.

Chasing crooks makes you hungry. Stop and buy fish to eat! Move forward 2 spaces.

You land safely, but hit an oil slick! You and the crooks go into a skid.

Crooks spin! Fish fly everywhere. Go back 3 spaces.

Whee! Land on top of crooks’ car! Move forward 1 space.

Crooks wave as they speed away. Try again. Move forward 1 space.


Justice from above! Crooks and loot are in custody. Move forward 3 spaces.

Soap bubbles block your view! Pull over!

Soap bubbles block your view and you drive toward the bridge!

Wrong turn! Hard to drive in a river. Move 2 spaces in either direction.

Drawbridge is up! Leap over it. Better than taking a swim!

There they are! Turn on the siren and proceed 3 spaces.

Then they are! Turn on the siren and proceed 3 spaces.


Police motorcycle blocks the main road so you chase down an alley. Move forward 3 spaces.

There they are! Turn on the siren and proceed 3 spaces.


Police motorcycle blocks the main road so you chase down an alley. Move forward 3 spaces.

There they are! Turn on the siren and proceed 3 spaces.


Police motorcycle blocks the main road so you chase down an alley. Move forward 3 spaces.

There they are! Turn on the siren and proceed 3 spaces.


Police motorcycle blocks the main road so you chase down an alley. Move forward 3 spaces.

There they are! Turn on the siren and proceed 3 spaces.


Police motorcycle blocks the main road so you chase down an alley. Move forward 3 spaces.

There they are! Turn on the siren and proceed 3 spaces.


Police motorcycle blocks the main road so you chase down an alley. Move forward 3 spaces.

There they are! Turn on the siren and proceed 3 spaces.
“Let’s meet our first contestant, Stephanie,” said the TV host.

“I’ve been baking for years,” said Stephanie. “So I know my way around a cupcake. I’m ready to compete and win!”

“And taking on Stephanie today will be David!”

“I’m new to baking, but I love it,” said David. “So I’ll just try my best!”

The host spun the wheel to discover what treat the bakers would have to create.

“The wheel says … fish cake with chocolate frosting!”

Stephanie got right to work. She put all her ingredients in order, checked the recipe and started making her batter. She was sure she would take home the prize!

David was going a little more slowly to make sure he didn’t make any big mistakes. He was still mixing his batter when Stephanie was already frying her fish!
She had moved onto making her frosting when David smelled something funny. Stephanie had forgotten to flip her fish over and it was starting to burn!

“Look out!” he said. “Your fish!”

Stephanie saw the trouble right away and fixed it. “Wow,” she said to herself. “He helped me even though we are competing against each other.”

Later, David took his cake out of the oven and got ready to frost it. Stephanie knew if she didn’t say anything, she would be sure to win. “But I don’t want to win that way,” she thought.

“David, put your cake in the freezer first,” she said. “It will make it easier to frost.”

Finally, the cakes were done. Neither Stephanie nor David tasted their creations. Chocolate-covered trout isn’t anyone’s idea of a good time.

“Time’s up!” said the host. “Let’s see who won!”

**Who Is the Bake-Off Champion? You Decide!**

Head to the LEGO Life app and vote in the special LEGO Friends Bake-Off poll for who you think should take home the prize! Will it be Stephanie or David? **Vote today!** Then go build your own LEGO cake and see what you can make!

**CREATE YOUR OWN CUPCAKE!**

If you were on this baking show and had to make your own cupcakes, what special ingredients would you include? Circle all the ones below that you would use. Plus you can write in your own secret ingredient below!

- Chocolate chips
- Walnuts
- Blueberries
- Lemon
- Tuna fish
- Hot sauce
- Flour
- Fairy dust
- Unicorn poop
- Caramel
- Nut butter
- Spare ribs
- Cucumbers
- Jam
- Banana
- Eggs
- Sardines
- Milk
- Pickles
- Cream cheese
- Swiss cheese
- Sweaty socks
- Brownie pieces
- Bacon
- Tomatoes
- Ice cream
- Baking powder
- Marshmallows
- Sprinkles
- Brussels sprouts
- Vanilla
- Coconut
- Sugar

My Secret Ingredient:
HI, MAX HERE!

Thanks to everybody who submitted their creation. We just wish we had room to show them all!

Ask a grown-up to go to LEGO.com/life and select “Magazine” to find out how you can send us a photo of your model. Rebuild LEGO® models your own way or create something totally new!

WHO WOULDN'T WANT TO LIVE IN THIS COLORFUL CASTLE? GREAT JOB, MAEBH, YOU REALLY HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A LEGO® LEGEND!
MY IMAGINARY WORLD
Melanie, age 9, and Elodie, age 5, Canada

RUMBLE ON MAIN STREET
George, age 9, Ireland

MINI GRAND SIERRA HOTEL
Bryce, age 7, USA

SNAKE
Justin, age 9, Netherlands

THE DREAM TREE HOUSE
Annika, age 8, New Zealand

RUMBLE ON MAIN STREET
George, age 9, Ireland

FIRE CUP
Ollie, age 7, Australia

EAGLE
David, age 6, Germany

OUR HOME
Wannes, age 9, Belgium

ULTRA/STEALTH TANK
Kai, age 6, France

MY IMAGINARY WORLD
Melanie, age 9, and Elodie, age 5, Canada
OUR STORYbegins... 
Every LEGO® Disney Princess™ storybook has an incredible story. If you were writing the story of Ariel or any of her friends, what would happen?

Get a paper and pencil and write or draw your own Little Mermaid story!

Disney Little Mermaid Quiz!

1. Ariel traded her voice to Ursula for red hair. TRUE FALSE
2. Ariel saved Prince Eric during a terrible storm. TRUE FALSE
3. Ariel collects things from the surface world. TRUE FALSE
4. Ariel’s best friend is an octopus named Flounder. TRUE FALSE

See how well you know Princess Ariel!

Welcome Party!
The newest LEGO® Minifigures come from the world of DC Comics! We got them together for a welcome party and asked them to come up with the funniest jokes they could!
GET READY FOR THE BOAT RACE!

The race boat is on its way to the big race! Find all the words on the list in this word search puzzle and then head for the finish line!

ANCHOR CHAMPION CREW ENGINE HULL STEERING RACEBOAT WATER SPEED

ANCHOR CHAMPION CREW ENGINE HULL STEERING RACEBOAT WATER SPEED

RGIJHULLERJL
ANCHORYDODNKE
CEJGINIREETS
ENLWHIEBJBC
BGCHAMPION
OIRTTS
ANEFEO
TEWFRL
SEZQGM

Need help? Answers can be found on page 27.

Hey Cheeta, why do you never escape from jail?
Hey Chetah, how come you never escape from jail?
I always get spotted!

Hey Aquaman, where did you get your degree?
Hey Cheeta, how come you never escape from jail?
A School of Fish.

Hey Metamorpho, why don’t you like turning into helium?
Hey Metamorpho, why don’t you like turning into helium?
How many Caped Crusaders does it take to screw in a lightbulb?

Hey Cheeta, how come you never escape from jail?
Hey Chetah, how come you never escape from jail?
Because it makes me gassy!

Hey Cheeta, how come you never escape from jail?
Hey Chetah, how come you never escape from jail?
None. I like it dark.

Hey Cheeta, how come you never escape from jail?
Hey Chetah, how come you never escape from jail?
I always get spotted!
BUILD THESE AMAZING BIRDS!

Add these colorful birds to your home decorations. You can build this penguin and toucan using pieces from your LEGO® collection. Don’t worry about matching the colors. Use whatever color bricks you like!
Hi Members!

Check out this amazing Uni-Turtle build by LEGO® Life member "DuchessGoofy Banana". It took a lot of imagination to create something so colorful and fun! We're always looking for cool models on the LEGO Life app that we can feature in the magazine, so upload your models, share with your friends, and maybe we'll see your build here one day!

DuchessGoofyBanana

Max
VOTE NOW! in the LEGO® Life app. #Polls Group

Don't have the LEGO® Life app yet? You can download it today for FREE from one of the app stores and sign in with your LEGO ID.

DEPARTMENT OF ARMS PARTY

Which outfit should Max wear to his friend's costume party?

☐ 1. Hawaiian Max
☐ 2. Scuba Max
☐ 3. Mermaid Max
☐ 4. Surfin' Max

Choose your favourite!

WHY ARE CATS GOOD AT VIDEO GAMES?

THEY HAVE NINE LIVES.

WHY CAN'T A CAT JUMP HIGHER THAN A DOG?

BECAUSE CATS ARE BAD AT JUMPING.

WHAT KIND OF DOG CAN TELL TIME?

A WATCH DOG.

UNDERWATER ADVENTURE

1. Hawaiian Max
2. Scuba Max
3. Mermaid Max
4. Surfin' Max

Which outfit should Max wear to his friend's costume party?

1. Hawaiian Max
2. Scuba Max
3. Mermaid Max
4. Surfin' Max

Which outfit should Max wear to his friend's costume party?

1. Hawaiian Max
2. Scuba Max
3. Mermaid Max
4. Surfin' Max

Choose your favourite!

WHY ARE CATS GOOD AT VIDEO GAMES?

THEY HAVE NINE LIVES.

WHY CAN'T A CAT JUMP HIGHER THAN A DOG?

BECAUSE CATS ARE BAD AT JUMPING.

WHAT KIND OF DOG CAN TELL TIME?

A WATCH DOG.

UNDERWATER ADVENTURE

1. Hawaiian Max
2. Scuba Max
3. Mermaid Max
4. Surfin' Max

Choose your favourite!

WHY ARE CATS GOOD AT VIDEO GAMES?

THEY HAVE NINE LIVES.

WHY CAN'T A CAT JUMP HIGHER THAN A DOG?

BECAUSE CATS ARE BAD AT JUMPING.

WHAT KIND OF DOG CAN TELL TIME?

A WATCH DOG.

UNDERWATER ADVENTURE

1. Hawaiian Max
2. Scuba Max
3. Mermaid Max
4. Surfin' Max

Choose your favourite!

WHY ARE CATS GOOD AT VIDEO GAMES?

THEY HAVE NINE LIVES.

WHY CAN'T A CAT JUMP HIGHER THAN A DOG?

BECAUSE CATS ARE BAD AT JUMPING.

WHAT KIND OF DOG CAN TELL TIME?

A WATCH DOG.

UNDERWATER ADVENTURE

1. Hawaiian Max
2. Scuba Max
3. Mermaid Max
4. Surfin' Max

Choose your favourite!

WHY ARE CATS GOOD AT VIDEO GAMES?

THEY HAVE NINE LIVES.

WHY CAN'T A CAT JUMP HIGHER THAN A DOG?

BECAUSE CATS ARE BAD AT JUMPING.

WHAT KIND OF DOG CAN TELL TIME?

A WATCH DOG.

UNDERWATER ADVENTURE

1. Hawaiian Max
2. Scuba Max
3. Mermaid Max
4. Surfin' Max

Choose your favourite!

WHY ARE CATS GOOD AT VIDEO GAMES?

THEY HAVE NINE LIVES.

WHY CAN'T A CAT JUMP HIGHER THAN A DOG?

BECAUSE CATS ARE BAD AT JUMPING.

WHAT KIND OF DOG CAN TELL TIME?

A WATCH DOG.

UNDERWATER ADVENTURE

1. Hawaiian Max
2. Scuba Max
3. Mermaid Max
4. Surfin' Max

Choose your favourite!

WHY ARE CATS GOOD AT VIDEO GAMES?

THEY HAVE NINE LIVES.

WHY CAN'T A CAT JUMP HIGHER THAN A DOG?

BECAUSE CATS ARE BAD AT JUMPING.

WHAT KIND OF DOG CAN TELL TIME?

A WATCH DOG.
SLEEP AND EAT AND SLEEP SOME MORE. THAT’S ALL YOU GUYS DO. WHAT A LIFE!

SLEEP AND EAT AND SLEEP SOME MORE. WHAT A LIFE!

BYE! SEE YOU AT THE END OF THE DAY!